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This document contains an overview of the Limeade Program Summary Dashboard. This dashboard 

enables Limeade customers and partners to measure program metrics related to participation, 

achievement, and user satisfaction. It's one of a series of dashboards that make up the Limeade Insights 

Dashboards and aligns with the Program Results pillar of the Limeade Results Model. This document 

describes the features, definitions and assumptions for this dashboard.  

OBJECTIVES 

This dashboard provides program data updated daily in the following areas: 

• Participation:  registration, well-being assessment completion, activity participation, daily/monthly 

active users, usage by device type, and user group comparisons 

• Achievement:  current and year-to-date incentive completion 

• User satisfaction:  average rating 

• Results:  comparison to Limeade customer averages  

 

DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

Active user.  A user is a “daily active user” if they interact electronically with the Limeade ecosystem on 

a given day.  These interactions include the following actions:  

• Use the Limeade desktop or mobile platforms  

• Log steps activity through a synced device    

• Participate in a partner activity  

• Click on an email, SMS, or other notification from Limeade 

 

“Monthly active users” is the total of unique daily active users over the past 30 days.  If a user interacts 

with Limeade on multiple days during this 30-day window, the user will only be counted once in this 

calculation.   

http://www.limeade.com/
https://www.limeade.com/2017/09/limeade-results-model/
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Platform user.  A user is a “platform user” if they use the Limeade desktop or mobile platforms on a 

specific day.   

Mobile user.  A user is a “mobile user” if they have used Limeade on a mobile device.  Mobile users 

include users who have used the Limeade mobile web application (m.limeade.com), or the Limeade 

native mobile application on the iOS or Android platforms.   

Screening incentive:  The number of unique users who have received a Limeade incentive for 

completing a biometric screening. 

Screening and assessment incentive:  The number of unique users who have received a Limeade 

incentive for completing a biometric screening and completing the Limeade well-being assessment.  

 

Privacy rule. As with other Limeade Insights Dashboards, user groups of 20 or fewer individuals will 

not be displayed for privacy reasons.  

 
DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS 

Filters 

This dashboard contains filters for employer name and program year. When an admin user logs in, the 

user will see information for his or her specific company. Admins can select different program years to 

see program data for each program year. End user data from the end of past years (e.g., a user’s 

division) will remain unchanged and will continue to change in active program years (e.g., a user’s new 

division). The start and end date of each program year is listed below the selected year.   

   

The left side of the dashboard also contains three demographic filters. Dashboard users can use these 

to select or exclude specific groups of employees from the rest of the dashboard (e.g., see results for 

http://www.limeade.com/
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full-time only vs part-time).  This filter is hierarchical, so that if a user keeps or excludes a value in the 

top filters, values in the bottom filters will change.  

User group tags are in the list below: 

• Age range:  age range of users based on birthdate or birth year provided in Limeade eligibility data 

• Age range tag:  age range tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

• Bargaining unit:  bargaining unit tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

• Class:  class tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

• Country:  country tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

http://www.limeade.com/
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• Current walking:  current walking tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

• District:  district tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

• Division:  division tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

• Facility:  facility tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

• Gender:  gender tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

• Group:  group tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

• Health Plan:  health plan tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

• Job code:  bargaining unit tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

• Location:  location tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

• Region:  region tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

• Relationship code:  relationship code tag used in Limeade eligibility data.  

• Status:  status tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

• Store:  store tag used in Limeade eligibility data 

• Subgroup:  incentive subgroup defined by program administrators 

 

Summary numbers 

 

Summary numbers are displayed at the top of the dashboard. These numbers include 

• Users registered: total number of users who have registered for the program 

• Completed assessment:  total number of users who have completed the Limeade Well-being 

Assessment in the selected program year 

http://www.limeade.com/
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• Participated in activities:  total number of users who have joined or earned points in Limeade 

activities (also known as “challenges”) in the selected program year.  

• Monthly active users:  total number of unique active users for the past 30 days.  A user is “active” if 

they interact electronically with the Limeade ecosystem on a given day.  These interactions include 

the following actions:  

o Use the Limeade desktop or mobile platforms  

o Log steps activity through a synced device    

o Participate in a partner activity  

o Click on an email, SMS, or other notification from Limeade 

• User satisfaction rating:  average of user satisfaction scores collected during the selected program 

year 

• Percentile of Limeade companies:  the percentile rank of each metric compared to the distribution 

of other Limeade companies.  If a company is in the 100th percentile rank, this company is 

performing the best relative to other Limeade companies.  If a company is in the 0-percentile rank, 

this company is performing the worst relative to other Limeade companies.  Percentile rank is only 

calculated for direct customers of Limeade (and not customers of resellers).   

• Color choice:  if a company’s metric is in the 50th percentile or higher among Limeade companies, 

the box will appear green.  If a company’s metric is lower than the 50th percentile, the box will appear 

yellow.  If a company is not a direct customer of Limeade, the color of the box will appear as blue.   

• Limeade average:  Average score is calculated for Limeade direct customers only (and not 

customers of Limeade resellers).  The average score for each metric is calculated as follows 

o Registration:  average of all companies as of the current day viewed 

o Completed assessment:  average peak assessment completion of all companies in the 

previous program year.  Previous program year rates are used in this case to avoid data 

skewing by newly launched companies.   

o Participated in activities:  average peak activity participation rate of all companies in the 

previous program year.  Previous program year rates are used in this case to avoid data 

skewing by newly launched companies.   

http://www.limeade.com/
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o Monthly active users:  average of all companies as of the current day viewed 

o User satisfaction rating:  average of all companies as of the current day viewed 

Trends 

This graph tracks daily participation metrics for your population or sub-populations.  Metrics tracked 

include: 

• Eligible users:  the number of eligible users in the population 

• Registered users:  the number of registered users in the population 

• Completed assessment:  the number of unique users who completed the Limeade well-being 

assessment in the selected program year 

• Participated in activities:  the number of unique users who participated in Limeade activities in the 

selected program year 

• Daily active users:  the number of unique daily active users.  A user is “active” if they interact 

electronically with the Limeade ecosystem on a given day.  These interactions include the following 

actions:  

o Use the Limeade desktop or mobile platforms  

o Log steps activity through a synced device    

o Participate in a partner activity  

o Click on an email, SMS, or other notification from Limeade 

• Daily platform users:  the number of unique users who used (or logged in to) the Limeade desktop 

or mobile platform on a specific day 

• Mobile users:  the number of unique users who have used Limeade on a mobile device (including 

native mobile applications in iOS or Android, or the Limeade mobile web application viewed from a 

mobile browser) 

• iOS users:  the number of unique users who used the iOS Limeade mobile application 

• Android users:  the number of unique users who have used the Android Limeade mobile 

application 

http://www.limeade.com/
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• Screening incentive:  the number of unique users who received the Limeade screening incentive in 

the selected program year 

• Screening and assessment incentive:  the number of unique users who received the Limeade 

screening incentive AND well-being assessment completion incentive in the selected program year 

Default metrics shown in the graph include registered users, assessment completions, and activity 

participation.  Additional metrics can be selected in the “metric” drop down box in the top right of the 

graph.   

 

 

User Group Comparison 

This graph allows administrators to compare program metrics across user groups.  This allows 

administrators to understand what user groups are performing relatively better or worse than others, and 

to identify what best practices are taking place among the population.  Any user group defined by 

Limeade demographic tags or subgroups can be compared in this graph.  Metrics that can be compared 

include: 

• Eligible users:  the number of eligible users in the population 

• Registered users:  the number of registered users in the population 

http://www.limeade.com/
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• Completed assessment:  the number of unique users who completed the Limeade well-being 

assessment in the selected program year 

• Participated in activities:  the number of unique users who participated in Limeade activities in 

the selected program year 

• Monthly active users:  the number of unique daily active users within the past 30 days.  A user 

is “active” if they interact electronically with the Limeade ecosystem on a given day.  These 

interactions include the following actions:  

o Use the Limeade desktop or mobile platforms  

o Log steps activity through a synced device    

o Participate in a partner activity  

o Click on an email, SMS, or other notification from Limeade 

 

 

 

  

http://www.limeade.com/
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Incentive levels 

This graph measures incentive level completion among the overall population or sub-populations.  

Administrators can select two views.  The “current” view displays the distribution of users at their current 

incentive level (e.g. all users currently at level 1).  The “cumulative” view displays the distribution of 

users who achieved a specific level during the year (e.g. all users who ever reached level 1).  Due to this 

calculation, the cumulative view will always show 100% of users at “No Level” (since all users at one 

point were at no level) and larger completion percentages at all of the levels other than the last level.   

 

Activity participation 

This graph measures participation and achievement rates for all activities in each program year.  Metrics 

displayed include: 

Joined:  number of unique users who joined or participated in the activity during the program year 

Earned points:  number of unique users who earned points for the activity during the program year 

http://www.limeade.com/
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% Earned points:  number of users who earned points divided by the number of users who joined the 

activity 

Administrators can use the filters on the right side to compare similar types of activities to one another 

(e.g. Limeade interactive only, or weekly only).   

 

Activity detail 

When a user clicks on the “Activity detail” link at the bottom of the participation table, they will be taken 

to a 2nd tab of the dashboard called “Activity detail.”  This tab summarizes a few more detailed metrics 

for all program activities and allows users to more clearly understand the impact of their current 

activities.  This tab can be downloaded to have a comprehensive summary of all activity metrics for a 

program.   

 

 

http://www.limeade.com/
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Definitions of the metrics used are as follows: 

Activity status:  completed or active.  Use this to quickly filter out all completed activities, or to evaluate 

only completed activities.   

Activity type:  employer (standard activity), Incentive event (incentive events greater than 1000), 

Limeade Interactive activity, or Partner activity.  Use this to compare impact of similar activities (e.g. 

impact of all Limeade Interactive activities).   

Team activity:  yes or No.  Use this to compare impact of team activities or non-team activities.  

Activity frequency:  one time or weekly.  Use this to compare impact of activities of a specific frequency 

(e.g. compare impact of all one-time activities).  

Activity name:  the name of the activity 

Activity start date/end date:  start date/end date of the activity 

# Joined:  the number of unique users who joined an activity (clicked “join” or were added as part of a 

partner activity upload or API data transfer) 

http://www.limeade.com/
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# Earned points:  the number of unique users who earned points for the activity during the program 

year 

% Earned points:  the number of users who earned points divided by the number of users who joined 

the activity 

Point value:  number of points awarded for completing the activity or tracking it per week 

# Targeted:  number of users targeted as part of a targeted activity.  If no users are targeted, this value 

will not display a number 

Likes/Dislikes:  number of activity “thumbs ups” and “thumbs downs” from users 

Program Metrics Table 

When a program administrator clicks on the “Program Metrics Table” tab of the dashboard, they will 

have the ability to compare over 25 different program metrics in a tabular view.  This comparison view 

will enable administrators to determine which user groups have relatively stronger or weaker 

participation rates than others.  This tab can be downloaded to have a comprehensive summary of all 

activity metrics for a program.   

In this tab, administrators can compare “nested” user groups (e.g. employees and spouses for every 

company division).  To see this view, an administrator should first select the specific metrics they want to 

compare, and click “Apply” at the bottom of the filter.  In this example, the # eligible, # at Level 0, and # 

at Level 1 is selected.   

 

http://www.limeade.com/
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Next, the admin should select the user groups they want to compare.  Admins can select up to three 

user groups in the fields on the left side of the screen.  In this example, an admin could select Age 

Range and Gender.   

Once the user groups are selected, the administrator should see the metrics selected at the top of the 

screen.  

To see the first user group selected (e.g. Age Range), hover over and click the “+” symbol above the 

employer name.  

http://www.limeade.com/
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To see the second user group, click the “+” symbol that appears over the first tag selected.   

Definitions of the metrics used are as follows: 

Eligible (#):  The number of eligible users as of the previous day of the current program year, or the final 

day of a past program year.   

KYN (#, %Elig, %Reg): The number of users (also displayed as a % of the eligible or registered 

populations) who have achieved a “Know Your Numbers” incentive event in the program year selected.  

Level 0 (# Cur):  The number of users currently at Level 0 in the program, or at Level 0 on the final day 

of a past program year 

Level 1 (# Cur, # Cum): The number of users who are currently at Level 1 (cur) or who have ever 

achieved Level 1 (cum) in the current program year or on the final day of a past program year.  

Level 2 (# Cur, # Cum): The number of users who are currently at Level 2 (cur) or who have ever 

achieved Level 2 (cum) in the current program year or on the final day of a past program year.  

http://www.limeade.com/
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Level 3 (# Cur, # Cum): The number of users who are currently at Level 3 (cur) or who have ever 

achieved Level 3 (cum) in the current program year or on the final day of a past program year.  

Level 4 (# Cur, # Cum): The number of users who are currently at Level 4 (cur) or who have ever 

achieved Level 4 (cum) in the current program year or on the final day of a past program year.  

Level 5 (# Cur, # Cum): The number of users who are currently at Level 5 (cur) or who have ever 

achieved Level 5 (cum) in the current program year or on the final day of a past program year.  

MAU (#, %Elig, %Reg):  The number of monthly active users (also displayed as a percentage of eligible 

or registered populations) as of the previous day of the current program year, or the final day of a past 

program year.  

Participated (#, %Elig, %Reg):  The number of users (also displayed as a percentage of eligible or 

registered populations) who have participated in program activities as of the previous day of the current 

program year, or the final day of a past program year.  

Registered (#, %):  The number of users (also displayed as a percentage of eligible users) who have 

registerd with Limeade as of the previous day of the current program year, or the final day of a past 

program year.  

Screened (#, %Elig, %Reg):  The number of users (also displayed as a percentage of eligible or 

registered populations) who have received a screening incentive event as of the previous day of the 

current program year, or the final day of a past program year.  

WBA (#, %Elig, %Reg):  The number of users (also displayed as a percentage of eligible or registered 

populations) who have completed the Well-being Assessment as of the previous day of the current 

program year, or the final day of a past program year.  

SOURCE DATA 

The data for this dashboard is collected from Limeade eligibility data. Data is refreshed daily, around 2 

a.m. PST.  

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

How often does this dashboard refresh?  It refreshes each day around 2 am Pacific time.   

http://www.limeade.com/
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How is “active user” measured?   A user is a “daily active user” if they interact electronically with the 

Limeade ecosystem on a given day.  These interactions include the following actions:  

• Use the Limeade desktop or mobile platforms  

• Log steps activity through a synced device    

• Participate in a partner activity  

• Click on an email, SMS, or other notification from Limeade 

 

“Monthly active users” is the total of unique daily active users over the past 30 days.  If a user interacts 

with Limeade on multiple days during this 30-day window, the user will only be counted once in this 

calculation.   

 

How does “active users” relate to “2-week engagement?”  In late 2017, Limeade decided to 

replace our active participation metric called “2-week engagement” with a new measurement of “active 

users.”  We chose to do this to reduce confusion with the term “engagement,” which Limeade defines as 

a deep connection and sense of purpose at work, and NOT a measurement of participation in Limeade.  

We also chose the “active user” measurement to be closer to modern standards for enterprise software-

as-a-service companies.   

 

How often is this data refreshed? This data is usually refreshed once a day. Data processing delays 

may occasionally delay the daily refresh of this data. This dashboard contains a “data last refreshed” 

date that will show the last date of full refresh.  

How can I export the data to Excel?  Click on a specific element of the dashboard (e.g., the 

“Feedback” box on the bottom). Then click the Export icon and “Crosstab” option on the top of the 

screen and export the data.  

 

http://www.limeade.com/
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How can I export a PDF of this dashboard? 

Click the Export icon and “PDF” option on the top of the screen to export a PDF of this dashboard.  

 

Who should I contact with additional questions or feedback?  

adminsupport@limeade.com  

http://www.limeade.com/
mailto:adminsupport@limeade.com

